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Goal of SWIM Slow MHD campaign – numerically simulate 
ECCD stabiliza?on of neoclassical tearing modes 

Experimental efforts to stabilize neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) via electron cyclotron 
 current drive (ECCD) have been very successful [see review by La Haye, Phys. Plasmas 13,  
055501 (2006)].  Want to develop a self-consistent numerical model for simulating this physics. 

 Relative smallness of ECCD-induced current (of same order as electric field) implies that the  
fluid moment expansion of MHD – with appropriate modifications – should adequately capture 
the relevant physics. 

Initially, the kinetic equation  
includes rapid spatial and  
temporal variation from the 
RF fields. 

Averaging over the rapid variation in RF fields, and making a quasilinear approximation, puts  
the kinetic equation in the form: 

(quasilinear diffusion tensor) 



RF effects appear in fluid equa?ons for the individual species 

Taking fluid moments in the conventional manner yields 

Can approximate fα as a 
local Maxwellian here – 
RF perturbations are small 

Closure calculations for qα and  
           πα are also affected by RF. 



In single‐fluid MHD model, dominant ECCD effect is in Ohm’s Law 

ECCD contributes 
little momentum 
relative to ion  
momentum 

Neglect heating 
of MHD fluid 

by ECCD 

MHD Ohm’s law has an extra term which  
competes with the electric field. 

Effectively, a localized electromotive force. 

Also, neglect effect of  
ECCD on closures for 

q and Π 



What does the extra term in Ohm’s Law do? 

Initially, stipulate the form of the  
extra term (later, use RF codes): 

f(x) and g(t) capture spatial and 
temporal RF characteristics.   

New term is parallel to B – perpendicular Ohm’s law is unaffected 

See what the parallel term does by dotting Ohm’s law with the helical path  
dl traced by a field line on a rational surface, and integrating. 



Interpre?ng the parallel Ohm’s Law – a geometric approach 

Faraday’s Law yields 

Line integrals are along the red path 

Surface integrals are over the blue surface 

Perturbed parallel electric field, parallel current, ECCD drive.  Rational surface motion?  



What happens without ECCD? 

Parallel electric field (left side) generates parallel current (right side) on 
the resistive timescale τR ~ µ0 a2/η.   

Look for: 
 Rational surface motion 

 Parallel current-driven effects at long times 

 Parallel electric field-driven effects at short times 



Physics of the ECCD/MHD interac?on is present in resis?ve 
tearing mode growth   

 The Rutherford equation describes magnetic island growth in toroidal fusion devices 

Both ECCD and neoclassical effects enter additively – balancing Δ’ and D(w)ECCD, 
we don’t need to model full neoclassical physics.  Easier simulations. 

matching index 
for resistive tearing 

modes 

bootstrap current 
destabilization 

polarization current 
stabilization 

ECCD effects 

ECRH effects 

curvature 
stabilization 

Zero when w=0.  Crudely, measures 
 ECCD-induced current within the island. 



This ECCD/MHD model has been implemented in NIMROD 

Model localized deposition in 
NIMROD and its effect on resistive 
tearing modes, using a DIII-D-like 
equilibrium.  Mesh packing used 
on (2,1) and (3,1) rational surfaces. 

Here, f(x) is a narrow Gaussian in 
the poloidal plan, centered on the 
(2,1) rational surface.  It extends 
over 1/10 of the torus. 

The parallel current profile 

is initially toroidally symmetric, but is 
modified by the ECCD deposition. 

(2,1) rational surface (3,1) rational surface 



Localized ECCD deposi?on drives helical current filaments 
on ra?onal surfaces 

At short times, ECCD launches Alfvén  
waves along the field lines it intercepts; 
at long times, it drives current along 
these field lines. 

On rational surfaces, field lines close 
and the perturbations have a helical  
structure.  Nonlinear interactions occur, 
but are confined to the helical path.  

The µ profile is flattened along the  
helical path.  



ECCD‐induced waves and currents are more complicated 
on nonra?onal surfaces 

The relevant physics on a rational surface 
(Alfvén waves and induced currents) occurs 
on a helical ribbon of field lines encircling 
the torus.  Here q=2.  

On nonrational surfaces, the induced waves 
and currents (tied to field lines) must eventually 
cover the flux surface, just as the field lines  
do.  Here q=2.23.  Timescale for nonlinear 
wave-wave interactions may be much longer. 

To compare rational and nonrational surfaces on equal grounds (and see how well 
our model works), use toroidally symmetric ECCD deposition.  “Helical” modifications 
introduced by ECCD now are toroidally symmetric. 



Without ECCD, the tearing mode grows and saturates 

Saturated island structure 
dominated by (2,1) mode 

(2,1) 

(3,1) 

(5,2) 

Initial equilibrium is unstable to several tearing 
modes; q=2 is the dominant instability. 

The toroidal Fourier components of magnetic 
energy are associated with island structures; 
more energy implies greater island widths. 



Altera?on of the parallel current profile occurs at satura?on 

Flux-surface averaged µ profile (<µ>) 
and closeup.  Relaxes to a  
quasilinearly flattened state  
as long-time equilibrium is attained. 

A net flattening of <µ> near the rational surface is stabilizing (decreased <µ> inside,  
increased <µ> outside).  Here, helical current perturbations are the cause of saturation. 

Saturation has only minor 
effects on the q profile. 

Total change in q over simulation is small. 
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Now, apply localized ECCD near the ra?onal surface 

ECCD term: 

Choose 

(ignoring toroidal variation – ECCD is symmetric in ζ) 

(ramping up after an offset to on a  
timescale tp which is faster than the  
resistive time τR but slower than the 
Alfvén time τA). 

and 



Δ’ modifica?on in the simplified Rutherford equa?on 

Temporarily turn off n>0 Fourier components in the MHD equations.  (ECCD  
remains symmetric in ζ throughout simulation.) 

ECCD comes to steady state,  
inducing parallel current on the  
resistive timescale.  Tearing mode 
doesn’t grow, so D(w)ECCD 
remains zero. 

Then turn on n>0 Fourier  
components and observe  
(2,1) tearing mode growth. 
(Growth rate modification is 
proportional to Δ’ modification.) 

RF time dependence 

Perturbed n=0 current 
   time dependence   (

A
)  

   



ECCD induces ra?onal surface mo?on and alters Δ’ 

Long-time limit – dominant physics provided by parallel currents 



Ra?onal surface mo?on affects Δ’ modifica?on 

Current profile initially steepens 
near rational surface due to ECCD,  
but rational surface also moves –  
further steepening not possible 

Δ’ is not altered at higher RF  
powers due to rational surface 
motion 



Ra?onal surface mo?on affects Δ’ modifica?on 

Current profile initially flattens 
near rational surface due to ECCD,  
but rational surface moves toward 
induced profile peak  

ECCD at this location is stabilizing, 
but rational surface motion will result 
in destabilization at higher input 
powers. 



Published results from the PEST‐3 code can be explained in 
terms of the ra?onal surface shiW 

Deposition just inside 
rational surface is destabilizing 

Deposition just outside the 
rational surface is stabilizing 

Deposition on the rational  
surface is stabilizing only at low 
RF powers 

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 

Current ra?o I0/IRF 

Figure from Pletzer & Perkins, 
Phys. Plasmas 6, 1589 (1999). 



Experimentally, island suppression needs to take place on 
?mescales shorter than the resis?ve ?me  

How are Δ’ and rational surface positions modified on short timescales 
(by parallel electric fields)? 

Rational surface motion: 

  away from deposition 
peak at short times 

  radially outward at 
long times 



Δ’ modifica?on on short ?mescales can be destabilizing 
even when it is stabilizing on long ?mescales 

RF time dependence 

Perturbed n=0 current 
   time dependence   (

A
)  

   

Evolve n>0 modes after one 
or two RF rise times, before 
parallel currents are induced 

Destabilizing at short times 
if power is too high 

What happens if we add this 
RF when islands are present? 
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Can use these results to study D(w)ECCD stabiliza?on 

Short-time changes in Δ’ are destabilizing for 4% current ratio, stabilizing for  
3% current ratio 

Long-time changes in Δ’ are always stabilizing 

Apply this ECCD discharge to existing islands – differing island response should 
give insight into effect of D(w)ECCD term 



4% ECCD completely suppresses the (2,1) resis?ve tearing 
mode (short‐?me Δ’ destabilizing) 

Here, the RF (at long times) induces 
a net toroidal current whose value 
is ~4% of the initial toroidal current. 
This current ratio is determined by 
RF amplitude λ and the initial  
equilibrium. 

Driven current is induced on a timescale 
~ τR*(geometric factor related to poloidal  
ECCD localization).  Here, τR = 0.99 s. 

By t=0.35, island structures have vanished. 



3% ECCD seems to be stabilizing the tearing mode even more 
rapidly (short‐?me Δ’ stabilizing) 

Relative to the 4% 
case, the trend  
appears to be good 

A work in progress 

Further optimization 
is possible (toroidally 
localized ECCD, spatial 
alignment, etc.) 



For greater self‐consistency, our model for ECCD can be  
replaced by GENRAY/CQL3D output 

NIMROD has been modified so that its magnetic  
geometry can be exported to GENRAY/CQL3D.   
ECCD ray trajectories, as well as localized current 
and power deposition, can then be calculated and  
returned to NIMROD. 

Ultimately, the full 5-D quasilinear operator will be 
passed from GENRAY to NIMROD. 

Methods to transfer discrete ray data to NIMROD’s 
finite element basis functions are under development. 



Schema?c NIMROD/GENRAY coupling under IPS  

NIMROD 
step 0 

NIMROD 
step 1 • Island geometry only 

weakly modifies 
magnitude of 
magnetic field 

• Resonance condition 
of GENRAY changes 
weakly 

• If greater sensitivity 
discovered, can move 
to tighter coupling 

Time 

Plasma State 

… 

NIMROD 
step n 

NIMROD 
step n+1 

Data transfer handled 
 by IPS through Plasma  

State (black arrows) 

Plasma State 

Plasma State 

Plasma State 

   

IPS 

Monitor 
step 0 

Monitor 
step 1 

Monitor 
step n+1 

Monitor 
step n 

GENRAY 
& CQL3D 
run 2 

GENRAY 
& CQL3D 
 run 1 



Upcoming developments 

GENRAY/CQL3D is coupled to IPS; NIMROD-IPS coupling in progress 

Passing of 5-D quasilinear operator from GENRAY to NIMROD 

Calculation of neoclassical closures for NTM studies – getting a self-consistent  
set of MHD equations with collisional, toroidal, and ECCD effects 

Further testing of discrete-to-continuum interpolation methods – getting discrete 
GENRAY data onto NIMROD’s finite element basis functions 

Efficiency of time-modulated ECCD for rapidly rotating equilibria 


